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The Sensitech® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles

EMEA

relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
17 May 2021.
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importance to truck cargo thefts, which currently
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fall under the same category as the theft of a pair of
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sunglasses from a motor vehicle. In a letter sent to the minister
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of state for crime and policing, the RHA warned that theft from
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HGVs is a “significant and growing problem” which incurs
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substantial losses.
Read more: Motor Transport (U.K.)
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9 May 2021: Two men have been arrested following
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the theft of a truck which crashed into parked cars
and walls in Lincoln. Residents were alerted by a
loud crash on Charlesworth Street at around 4:33am,
as a white truck ploughed into parked vehicles and a wall on the
street.
Read more: The Lincolnite (U.K.)
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France

Russia
11 May 2021: An investigation was opened after

11 May 2021: A resident of Orenburg,

the discovery of a theft on a construction site in

bypassing the security post of the locomotive

Trépôt. The perpetrator(s) stole nearly 200 liters

depot, made his way into a warehouse where

of Fuel from construction vehicles. The damage

spare parts and fittings were stored. He quickly got his hands on

was limited to backhoe loaders and tractors. Thieves also stole

cables of various brands. Upon exiting the vault, the thief was

vehicle batteries and triflash panels.

detained by the guards until police arrived.

Read more: Le Progrès (France)

Read more: Orenburzhie (Russia)

9 May 2021: The gendarmes of the company of

9 May 2021: A thief stole one million rubles from

Bagnols-sur-Cèze took a suspect to the judicial

a furniture warehouse in the Nevsky district of

court for the May 2020 thefts of dump trucks and

St. Petersburg. An unknown attacker broke the

utility vehicles. The damage is believed to exceed

window on the second floor of the warehouse and

€100,000. Three men in total were arrested.

got inside. There, he purposefully located an iron box and broke

Read more: Midi Libre (France)

into it. Overjoyed by the loot, the thief quickly retreated, but was
caught by CCTV cameras.

8 May 2021: Four men from Haute-

Read more: spb.kp.ru (Russia)

Saône and Doubs, appeared before
the judicial court of Vesoul, to answer

6 May 2021: A store employee decided to

for facts of theft and criminal association. In July 2018, they

steal a pork carcass weighing 150 kg (worth

orchestrated the theft of a delivery truck containing more than

about 1,000 rubles) from a warehouse. The

€11,000 in goods.

man cut the meat into pieces, neatly put in

Read more: L’Est Républicain (France)

boxes intended for transporting bananas. While loading into the
car, the boxes fell, with content spilling out. Other workers saw it

7 May 2021: Between midnight and 7:00 am,
thieves tore the tarp and cut the door cable of a

and told the director.
Read more: Intex Press (Belarus)

truck parked in Busy, then entered the vehicle
and stole seventeen televisions. The driver of
the truck, which was parked along the RN 83, then allowed
himself a moment of rest. The gendarmes have been alerted,
but no suspect has so far been arrested.
Read more: Le Progrès (France)

South Africa
11 May 2021: A security guard who allegedly
loaded millions of rand into the trunk of his car and
never returned to work was expected to appear in
court for theft. The guard was part of a three-man
crew who started their daily duties with drop-offs and pickups

Belgium

from ATMs around Selby in Johannesburg.
6 May 2021: A truck was stolen at the

Read more: Times Live (South Africa)

Braem garage along the Handzaamse
Nieuwstraat in Handzame (Kortemark).

7 May 2021: A manhunt has been launched for

CCTV footage shows three thieves working for nearly three

suspects linked to an attempted Cash-in-Transit

hours to steal the truck worth about $18,000.

heist in Mpumalanga. Armed robbers attempted to

Read more: Nieuswblad (Belgium)

stop an armoured van travelling on the R40 between
Mbombela and Barberton. The driver of the escort bakkie said
he “was surprised by the hail of bullets hitting the van from
behind”, after suspects in car opened fire on them.
Read more: News 24 (South Africa)
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Italy
11 May 2021: The great success for the
Carabinieri in combatting the theft of vehicles,
diesel, and tools from companies in the province
of Matera continues unabated. In the countryside
of Monteserico di Genzano, The Carabinieri identified two

India

large warehouses that appeared with the padlocks forced

14 May 2021: A chance fingerprint, found on a

off the iron doors. This made the staff suspicious—during an

helmet lost by one of the accused during a scuffle

inspection, found seven heavy vehicles that had previously been

after a fatal armed robbery at an ATM kiosk,
provided a crucial breakthrough for the police. A

stolen.
Read more: Basilicata 24 (Italy)

labour contractor from a packaging company in Dundigal and
his associate followed an ATM cash loading van on a stolen bike

10 May 2021: In recent weeks thieves have
targeted the stock warehouse of a ceramic
company in Castellarano. After tampering

and looted Rs 5 lakh when the staff stopped the vehicle to load
the cash in the ATM.
Read more: Times of India

with the gate of the factory, they managed to break into the
shed and then escape with about 3,000 kg of industrial dyes

6 May 2021: The Ahmedgarh police have

worth several thousand euros. Following the investigations,

initiated a probe into an incident in which

the Carabinieri traced the alleged perpetrators by viewing the

a commission agent of the local town has

company’s video surveillance circuit and by the cameras of the

allegedly committed theft of 1.65 lakh quintals of wheat

municipal gates.

procured through him by the State Warehouse Corporation.

Read more: Reggi Online (Italy)

According to the bills generated by the accused, the state
agency has also made payments worth Rs 12 lakh to farmers.

6 May 2021: The Carabinieri of Fiorenzuola arrested

Read more: Tribune India

twelve people accused in various ways of aggravated
theft and receiving stolen goods. The criminal group
acted in the provinces of Piacenza, Mantua, Parma,
and Pavia, and also robbed homes, but mainly dealt with
stealing trucks and metals. The investigators attribute them to at
least forty thefts valued over €700,000.
Read more: Il Gazzetti No Nuovo (Italy)

Sri Lanka
9 May 2021: Police busted an operation of stealing
mobile phones sent to Sri Lanka by air cargo via a
reputed courier service. A complaint was made to the
Katunayake Airport Police by a resident claiming that
a mobile phone sent to him by a person residing overseas via
air cargo had gone missing. Three supervisors from the courier
service and three workers from a staffing provider to the courier
service were arrested. Investigations revealed that the courier
services workers are aware of the contents of the cargo arriving
in Sri Lanka and inform the workers from the staffing agency.
The workers then break the packages or crates at a location
with zero CCTV coverage, and steal the mobile phones.
Read more: News First (Sri Lanka)
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Mexico
9 May 2021: The investigation of cargo thefts in the
State of Mexico municipalities of Tultitlan, Cuautitlan
Izcalli, Tultepec, and Tlalnepantla led authorities to
the arrest of four individuals believed to form part of
a cargo theft group operating in the area. The four people were

Brazil

arrested at three separate properties in the Buenavista colony
12 May 2021: Three men involved in cargo theft
were arrested in Niteroi city, in the Metropolitan
Region of Rio de Janeiro by Cargo Theft Specialized
Police Station with the support from Military Police

teams. The police operation was launched to capture the
criminals while they were preparing for another theft when they
were arrested with firearms and a jammer.
Read more: Record TV (Brazil)
11 May 2021: The Civil Police of Rondonópolis

of Tultitlan and were found in possession of drugs, ammunition,
and at least one firearm.
Read more: Asi Sucede (Mexico)
9 May 2021: A couple was sentenced to ten years
in prison after having been found guilty of being in
possession of a stolen truck, cargo, and jamming
device. The couple had been arrested in Tizayuca,
Hidalgo aboard a truck loaded with rebar and steel plates.
Read more: La Silla Rota Hidalgo (Mexico)

city, state of Mato Grosso, arrested a man

8 May 2021: Five men were arrested in

investigated for leading a criminal association

Hermosillo, Sonora while offloading sacks

involved in theft and adulteration of grain loads in the southern

of sugar from a railroad car onto a flatbed

region of the state. The arrest is the result of an investigation
carried out since last March, when the police department
dismantled a criminal group and arrested nine criminals involved
in theft of trucks, receiving and tampering with stolen cargo.
Read more: Canal Rural (Brazil)

truck. It was later learned that the group had
threatened and disarmed the security guard in order to empty
the railroad car.
Read more: El Sol de Hermosillo (Mexico)

10 May 2021: An attempted robbery of an
armored truck (CIT) ended with a shootout on the
BR-277 highway in Palmeira city (Paraná state).
No one was injured in the confrontation, according to the police.
The criminals were unable to take the cash; they put a truck
across the tracks in order to block the police from arriving, then
set a car on fire as they escaped.
Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)
6 May 2021: The Civil Police of the Paraná
state launched an operation against a criminal
group involved in the April theft of soy cargo
in Imbituva, in the Campos Gerais region. Three search and
seizure warrants were carried out. The police officers seized R
$ 630,000 in checks and R $ 8,250 in cash, in addition to an
illegal firearm.
Read more: Bem Paraná (Brazil)
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U.S. & Canada
13 May 2021: The emergency closure of the
I-40 Hernando de Soto Bridge, located at the
Arkansas-Tennessee border, is already causing
supply chain disruptions, affecting both highway
and river traffic.
Read more: CDL Life
12 May 2021: A sophisticated double-brokering
ring operating in Southern California continues to
grow, breaking state and federal laws by using
fake motor carrier numbers to re-broker freight
to legitimate carriers. Such scams are estimated to cost the
transportation industry over US $100 million annually.
Read more: FreightWaves.com

The information contained in this document is the property of Sensitech Inc. This information may not be sold, licensed, or used for business development in any capacity without the prior written consent
of Sensitech Inc. Sensitech Inc. encourages recipients to use this information for cargo theft prevention activities and to share this information in its entirety with colleagues who may also benefit in a theft
prevention capacity. Where possible, we have elected to maintain news articles and briefs in their native grammatical format. ©2021 Carrier.
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